BELLEVUE HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSION
TUESDAY, MARCH 17, 2015
6:30 PM – CONFERENCE ROOM 1E-113
450-110th AVE. NE

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – FEBRUARY 3, 2015
4. PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS+ (5 Minute Limit/Person)
5. STAFF AND COMMISSION REPORTS
6. DISCUSSION
   A. KING COUNTY LOW-INCOME FARE PROGRAM – ORCA LIFT
      PURPOSE: INFORMATION FOR THE COMMISSION
      ACTION: NONE
      STAFF CONTACT: ALEX O’REILLY, 425-452-2824
7. DISCUSSION
   B. UPDATE ON SOUND TRANSIT – EASTLINK STATIONS
      PURPOSE: INFORMATION FOR THE COMMISSION
      ACTION: NONE
      STAFF CONTACT: ALEX O’REILLY, 425-452-2824
8. OLD BUSINESS
9. NEW BUSINESS
10. PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS
11. ADJOURNMENT

BELLEVUE HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSION
JAMES MCEACHRAN, CHAIRPERSON
STEFANIE BEIGHLE OLGA PERELMAN
JOHN BRUELS DR. BRIAN PLASKON
MICHELLE KLINE CARLA VILLAR, VICE-CHAIR
MAJOR PAT SPAK, POLICE LIAISON
STAFF CONTACT: EMILY LESLIE – (425) 452-6452, RELAY SERVICE 711
** Upcoming Human Services Commission Meetings: **
- April 7 – Topics to be determined
- April 21 – Topics to be determined

+ Unless a Public Hearing is scheduled, Petitions and Communications is the only opportunity for public participation
➢ Wheelchair accessible. American Sign Language (ASL) or other interpretation available upon request. Assisted listening devices available. Call at least 48 hours in advance for any request. (425) 452-6884 or Relay Service 711.